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Abstract
Decision making models are constrained by taking the expert evaluations with
pre-defined numerical or linguistic terms. We claim that the use of senti-
ment analysis will allow decision making models to consider expert evalua-
tions in natural language. Accordingly, we propose the Sentiment Analysis
based Multi-person Multi-criteria Decision Making (SA-MpMcDM) methodol-
ogy, which builds the expert evaluations from their natural language reviews,
and even from their numerical ratings if they are available. The SA-MpMcDM
methodology incorporates an end-to-end multi-task deep learning model for as-
pect based sentiment analysis, named DOC-ABSADeepL model, able to identify
the aspect categories mentioned in an expert review, and to distill their opin-
ions and criteria. The individual expert evaluations are aggregated via a criteria
weighting through the attention of the experts. We evaluate the methodology
in a restaurant decision problem, hence we build the TripR-2020 dataset of
restaurant reviews, which we manually annotate and release. We analyze the
SA-MpMcDM methodology in different scenarios using and not using natural
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language and numerical evaluations. The analysis shows that the combination
of both sources of information results in a higher quality preference vector.
Keywords: Multi-person multi-criteria decision making, aspect-based
sentiment analysis, multi-task deep learning, social media
1. Introduction
Decision making (DM) is an essential cognitive process of human beings.
Over time, different models have emerged to help us to solve DM problems. In
particular, multi-person multi-criteria decision making (MpMcDM) models con-
sider the evaluations of multiple experts to solve a decision situation analyzing
all possible solution alternatives according to several criteria [44].
Computational DM process, as the human DM one, requires of useful, com-
plete and insightful information for making the most adequate decision accord-
ing to the input information. The input of DM models is usually a set of
evaluations from the experts. They wish to express their evaluations in natural
language, but raw text is not directly processed by DM models. Accordingly,
several approaches are followed for asking and elaborating a computational rep-
resentation of the evaluations, namely: (1) using a numerical representation
of the evaluations [34] and (2) using a pre-defined set of linguistic terms [13].
These approaches for asking evaluations constrain the evaluative expressiveness
of the experts, because they have to adapt their evaluation to the numerical or
linguistic evaluation alternatives. We claim that experts in a DM problem have
to express their evaluations in natural language, and the DM model has to be
able to process and computationally represent them.
Natural language processing (NLP) is the artificial intelligence area that
combines linguistic and computational language backgrounds for understanding
and generating human language [16, 27]. NLP is composed of several tasks
focused on different aspects of language in order to represent it and extract
insightful knowledge from it, namely: machine translation [20], argument mining
[22], text summarization [39], information extraction [35], among others.
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The evaluations of experts in DM are the expression of their private states
about a set of target alternatives [33]. The language used for projecting those
private states is subjective language [41]. The NLP task concerned with the
treatment of opinions, sentiments and subjectivity in text is sentiment analysis
(SA) [30]. SA methods infer the opinion meaning of a fragment of text, and
that opinion meaning may be expressed in a binary (positive and negative)
or a multi-level (from 1 to 5 stars) scale of opinion intensity. Likewise, SA
methods can be conducted at different granularity levels, hence they can be
used at document, sentence and aspect level. SA at aspect level is known as
aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA), and it calculates the opinion meaning
of every entity and aspects of those entities explicitly or implicitly mentioned
in the text. Hence, SA methods, and more specifically ABSA methods, may
be used to overcome the constraint of processing the evaluation of experts in
natural language.
Since SA methods may process the opinion of experts, some works followed
a lexicon-based SA approach to infer the position of the experts with respect to
a set of target alternatives [28, 29]. However, these lexicon-based SA methods
only measure the opinion of the expert at global or evaluation level, they are
not able to identify the opinion of the experts when there are several criteria in
the DM problem, and they are limited for the lexical coverage of the lexicon.
We propose in this paper a new methodology for MpMcDM problems that
combines SA and DM methods for processing the evaluation of the experts in
natural language for decision aid. We call it as Sentiment Analysis based Multi-
person Multi-criteria Decision Making (SA-MpMcDM) methodology. It allows
to deal with expert evaluations expressed in natural language and even with
numerical values. Accordingly, it defines how to represent the different kind
of evaluations of each expert, and how to combine them for building the input
of an MpMcDM model. Hence, the SA-MpMcDM methodology allows to use
whatever SA and DM model in order to resolve an MpMcDM problem.
There are several experts and evaluation criteria in MpMcDM problems,
which means that more than one expert will evaluate the alternatives according
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to different criteria. The criteria of alternatives in a DM problem are different
aspects of the alternative susceptible of being assessed, roughly speaking, the
alternatives are evaluated at criterion level. As we indicated above, SA and
ABSA methods can infer the position of each expert with respect to each crite-
rion. Accordingly, if we consider the criteria of an alternative as aspects of an
entity, we can use ABSA methods for processing the expert evaluations about
different criteria.
We propose in this paper the SA-MpMcDM methodology on a three-tier
workflow, namely:
1. Obtaining input evaluations: it compiles the evaluation of the experts
about a set of target alternatives in natural language, and if it is available
in a numerical scale too.
2. Distilling opinions at criterion level: the expert evaluations in natural lan-
guage are processed for distilling their opinions about the target criteria
of each alternative. We propose an end-to-end multi-task deep learning
model, which we call distilling opinions and criteria using an ABSA based
deep learning (DOC-ABSADeepL) model. It has the capacity of (1) iden-
tifying all the aspect terms mentioned in the expert evaluation; (2) cate-
gorizing those aspect terms in aspect categories that correspond to the cri-
teria of an MpMcDM problem; and (3) inferring the opinion value about
each aspect category. Transforming the opinion values to numbers we
obtain a matrix representation of the natural language evaluations. If
available, the expert evaluations in numerical scale are also considered.
3. Alternative choice decisions: the expert evaluations are aggregated into a
collective preference matrix, which allows to rank the target alternatives.
The aggregation is conducted by a criteria weighting through the attention
of experts, i.e those criteria that receive more opinions, they more highly
attract the attention of the experts, hence the SA-MpMcDM methodology
gives them a higher weight in the aggregation.
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We evaluate the SA-MpMcDM methodology in a social media MpMcDM
problem, which consists in establishing a ranking of restaurants from a set of
restaurants of an e-commerce site according to a set of opinions published in
the same e-commerce site. The restaurants and their services categories are
the alternatives and the criteria of the MpMcDM problem. We compiled and
annotated a restaurant review dataset from TripAdvisor1 for evaluating the SA-
MpMcDM methodology, and we call it TripR-2020 dataset.2 Each alternative
or restaurant is evaluated for all the experts in TripR-2020, which means that
can be used for the evaluation of MpMcDM models.
The main feature of the SA-MpMcDM methodology is enlarging the capac-
ity of a MpMcDM model of considering evaluative information, by means of
leveraging natural language evaluations. Hence, we provide different scenarios
based on the methodology using (1) numerical evaluations and (2) natural lan-
guage evaluations ones. The results show that combining natural language and
numerical evaluations enhances the quality of the MpMcDM model.
The main contributions of the paper are:
1. To propose the SA-MpMcDM methodology, which combines natural lan-
guage and numerical expert evaluations in MpMcDM problems.
2. To propose the DOC-ABSADeepL model that is an end-to-end multi-
task deep learning model for ABSA, which allows to process the expert
evaluations as opinions at aspect level.
3. To present the TripR-2020 dataset, which is composed of reviews from
TripAdvisor about a set of restaurants. TripR-2020 can be used for eval-
uating MpMcDM models.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the bases of DM,
ABSA and deep learning to understand the SA-MpMcDM methodology. Sec-
tion 3 explains the SA-MpMcDM methodology and its workflow architecture,
1https://www.tripadvisor.com/
2The dataset is available at: https://github.com/ari-dasci/OD-TripR-2020
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and Section 4 describes how the proposed methodology is used in a MpMcDM
problem. An analysis of the behaviour of the methodology through different sce-
narios is shown in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are pointed
out in Section 6.
2. Background
The SA-MpMcDM methodology is an MpMcDM model that uses SA meth-
ods for understanding the natural language evaluations from the experts. Hence,
this methodology combines several computational methods that may be intro-
duced for its understanding. Accordingly, we present the MpMcDM task in
Section 2.1 and ABSA in Section 2.2. We expose some works that attain to
combine DM and SA in Section 2.3. Since we implement our methodology with
deep learning, we introduce some background knowledge about it in Section 2.4.
2.1. Multi-person Multi-criteria Decision Making
DM is a process in which the suitable alternative from a set of possible
ones is chosen to establish a ranking of alternatives [40]. Five steps are usu-
ally followed to conduct this process: (1) to identify the problem as well as
the objective and the alternatives; (2) to establish a framework that collects
all the characteristics of the problem; (3) to obtain the knowledge of the ex-
perts who evaluate; (4) to analyze and aggregate the information obtained;
and (5) to select the best alternative [37]. Hence, a DM process needs to define
a set of alternatives X = {x1, . . . , xn} that are evaluated by a set of experts
E = {e1, . . . , el}. The alternatives are usually evaluated according to a set of cri-
teria C = {c1, . . . , cm}. These models are known as Multi-person Multi-criteria
Decision Making (MpMcDM) models [38, 44].
Figure 1 shows the workflow of an MpMcDM process and can be summarized
as follows:
• Input data phase: Experts provide their evaluations about the alterna-
tives. The individual evaluations are collected into matrices.
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IP
CP FP
Input data
Exploitation
Collective
aggregation Final
ranking
Selecting the best alternative
Figure 1: Workflow of a traditional MpMcDM model.
• Selecting the best alternative phase: The evaluations of all the experts
are aggregated getting a collective preference matrix. The collective eval-
uation allows to obtain a ranking of the alternatives by means of an ex-
ploitation step, which gets the final preference vector.
Traditional MpMcDM models allow experts to provide their individual eval-
uations through numerical ratings [34] or linguistic variables [13, 25, 46]. The
linguistic approaches for computing with words can be classified into member-
ship functions based models [43, 2] and qualitative scales based ones [48]. There
are some models that also allow to aggregate numerical and linguistic infor-
mation [14]. In any case, these models are constrained by a pre-defined set of
linguistic terms or numerical values to evaluate the alternatives.
2.2. Aspect based Sentiment Analysis
ABSA is the NLP task mainly focused on the classification of the opinions
at aspect level, but it is also concerned with the identification of additional
elements of an opinion. According to [23], an opinion is defined as the quintuple
(ei, aij , pijkl, hk, tl), such that ei is the name of the evaluated entity, aij is the
aspect term of the entity ei, pijkl is the polarity value of the opinion, hk is the
opinion holder and tl is the time when the opinion was written. Therefore, the
end-goal of ABSA is the generation of that opinion quintuple.
In the context of the SA-MpMcDMmethodology, the target opinion elements
are the polarity of the opinion (pij) of each aspect (aij) of each entity (ei)
expressed by each expert. The expert would be the opinion holder, but in this
case is given by the definition of the problem, and it is not extracted from the
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raw text. Hence, the resultant representation of an opinion in the SA-MpMcDM
methodology is the tuple (ei, aij , pij).
The SA-MpMcDM methodology tackles three tasks of ABSA. Given the
restaurant review “I liked the turkey and the vegetables but I didn’t like the
fruit”, those three tasks are:
• Aspect Terms Extraction: it is focused on the identification of all the
aspect terms. The aspect terms of the example are: “turkey”, “vegetables”
and “fruit”.
• Aspect Category Detection: it categorises the aspect terms in aspect cat-
egories. The aspect category of the aspect terms of the example is “food”.
• Classification of the polarity: it classifies the opinion meaning of the opin-
ions about the aspect terms. In the example, the aspect terms “turkey”
and “vegetables” receive a positive opinion, otherwise the aspect term
“fruit” receives a negative opinion.
We develop an ABSA end-to-end deep learning model that simultaneously
performs the three tasks following a multi-task approach.
2.3. Sentiment-Analysis-based Decision Making
There are hardly any work that attempt to use SA methods for processing
the evaluation of the experts in a DM setting. These few works use lexicon-
based SA methods [23] for calculating the opinion value of the evaluation of the
experts. These methods are grounded in the use of a list of opinion bearing
words, hence the calculation of the opinion value depends on finding out in
the evaluations the opinion words of the lexicon. For instance, the authors of
[28, 29] use sentiment lexicons to infer the opinion meaning of the evaluations
of the experts. However, these two proposals are constrained by the lexical
coverage of the sentiment lexicon, and they lack of a semantic processing of the
evaluation of the experts.
We find other articles that attain to connect the two areas but do not pro-
vide adequate formalization of DM processes. Actually, they focus on presenting
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SA models that could be linked to DM [19, 42]. These articles lack of: (1) an
adequate formalization of the decision-making processes; (2) a semantic under-
standing processes to extract the knowledge of the experts from the provided
written texts; and (3) real case studies to test the developed models.
2.4. Deep Learning models
Deep learning models have been widely used in NLP [9]. This section
presents the basis of convolutional neural networks (CNN) and long-short-term
memories (LSTM) networks, since they are used in the developed ABSA model.
Furthermore, multi-task deep learning is also introduced.
2.4.1. Convolutional Neural Networks
CNN aim to identify local predictors in large structures with grid-like topolo-
gies, i.e., CNN layers try to extract meaningful sub-structures which are rep-
resentative for the prediction. These networks are characterized by using the
mathematical operation known as convolution, which is a kind of linear opera-
tion. This operation receives two arguments, the input and the kernel, and its
output is known as the feature map [11].
The performance of deep learning models based on CNN can be improved
through integrating the attention mechanism [1]. It allows to capture the cor-
relation between non-consecutive words focusing the attention on the specific
significant words. The attention mechanism adds a fully-connected layer able to
learn the importance and relations between words. CNNs and CNNs with at-
tention have been applied on NLP tasks achieving a strong performance [17, 45].
2.4.2. Long Short-Term Memory
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are defined by means of a function R
that is recursively applied on a sequence of input words (w1, w2, ..., ws). Specif-
ically, the R function considers as input a vector wi and a state vector si−1,
producing as output a new state vector named si. The new state vector is ap-
plied to a deterministic function O(·) getting an output vector yi. The formal
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definition is captured in Equation 1 [9].
RNN(w1:s; so) = y1:s
yi = O(si)
si = R(si−1,wi);
wi ∈ R
d, yi ∈ R
out, si ∈ R
f(out)
(1)
Long short-term memory (LSTM) is a kind of RNN [15]. The main contri-
bution of LSTM is to solve the vanishing gradient problem of RNNs [31]. To
achieve it, the gating-based architecture of the LSTM analyzes how much of the
input word should be kept or forgotten [8]. Then, each input word is encoded
with the meaning of the significant previous words.
From a linguistic point of view, the meaning of a word is affected not only by
its previous words but also by the following words. Therefore, the bidirectional
LSTM (biLSTM) arises. This network allows to encode all the information
through two consecutive LSTM networks, one encoding forward information
(LSTMf ) and one encoding backward information (LSTMb). Equation 2 sum-
marises the definition:
biLSTM(w1:s) = [LSTM
f(w1:s, s
f
o );LSTM
b(w1:s, s
b
o)] (2)
LSTM and biLSTM are currently the most successful networks in NLP. They
are used in different tasks such as automatic language identification [10], word
sense disambiguation [49] and ABSA [36].
2.4.3. Multi-task deep learning
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) is a sub-task of machine learning which lever-
ages information from multiple related tasks to improve the overall performance
of all the tasks [47]. Learning each task helps rest of tasks to be learned better
by means of the back-propagation mechanism, which allows features obtained
in the hidden layers for one task to be used in other tasks [3].
There are two sort of structures to perform multi-task learning through neu-
ral networks depending on the parameter sharing of the hidden layers: (1) soft
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parameter sharing architectures, in which each task has its own parameters
that maintain a distance that is regularized [7]; and (2) hard parameter sharing
architectures that share hidden layers between all tasks and maintain specific
output layers for each task [4]. This last type of structure is most commonly
used since it avoids overfitting. Figure 2 outlines the hard parameter sharing
architecture.
shared layers task especific layers
task 1
task n
input ...
Figure 2: Multi-task deep learning architecture with hard parameter sharing.
Multi-task deep learning are successfully used in different NLP tasks, such
as question answering [26] and language understanding [24].
3. Sentiment Analysis based Multi-personMulti-criteria DecisionMak-
ing: SA-MpMcDM Methodology
MpMcDM models allow experts to provide their evaluations through numer-
ical evaluations or linguistics terms [14]. Evaluating through numerical values
causes difficulties for experts, since it is not natural for humans to express their
opinions with numbers. Alternatively, evaluating using linguistic terms means
that expert evaluations are limited to those terms. In any case, those models
cause that the evaluations of the experts are not as valuable and right as they
could and should be.
We propose the SA-MpMcDM methodology that allows experts to freely
evaluate the alternatives using natural language, and more specifically experts
are able to evaluate the alternatives in multiple ways, for instance: (1) pub-
lishing reviews on e-commerce sites; (2) filling out questionnaires using free
text; (3) publishing posts about products; (4) and even answering surveys orally.
In this paper, we focus on the first of the four options, i.e., on e-commerce
sites. Consequently, the experts are the users that publish reviews about differ-
ent entities, which are the alternatives to evaluate.
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In contrast to the traditional scheme of MpMcDM models shown in Figure 1,
SA-MpMcDM incorporates a phase in which the expert knowledge is extracted
by means of a semantic understanding procedure. Specifically, Figure 3 presents
the SA-MpMcDM workflow that is split into three phases:
• Obtaining input evaluations phase: the experts evaluations, written texts
in natural language and even numerical ratings, are extracted.
• Distilling opinions at criterion level phase: the opinions from the written
texts are extracted using the DOC-ABSADeepL model that incorporates
a NLP procedure focus on ABSA and collected into matrices. Optionally,
the numerical ratings are collected into matrices too.
• Alternative choice decisions phase: the ranking of the alternatives is ob-
tained aggregating the evaluation of all experts through the weighted
criteria, which are obtained by the proposed procedure named criteria
weighting through the attention of the experts.
Distilling opinions
ITEINE IP CP FP
Input
evaluations
Exploitation
Collective
aggregation
Individual
aggregation Final
ranking
Alternative choice decisions
DOC-
ABSADeepL
Figure 3: Workflow of the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
We subsequently describe the three phases, specifically the obtaining input
evaluations phase is exposed in Section 3.1, the distilling opinions at criterion
level phase is discussed in Section 3.2 and the Alternative choice decisions phase
is explained in Section 3.3. We outline the full architecture of the SA-MpMcDM
methodology in Section 3.4.
3.1. Obtaining input evaluations phase
Given a MpMcDM problem, the first task is to define the set of alternatives
and the set of experts. Since we focus on e-commerce sites, the alternatives and
the experts are selected from the e-commerce site.
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The set of alternatives X = {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of entities from the e-
commerce site that could solve the MpMcDM problem. Each alternative can be
evaluated according to a set of pre-defined criteria C = {c1, . . . , cm}. The set
of experts E = {e1, . . . , el} is the set of users that evaluate all the alternatives.
The methodology allows to fix this set in two ways: (1) experts could be fixed
a priori, so we only consider the reviews that those users provide about the
alternatives; and (2) experts could be fixed a posteriori, so we consider the
reviews of all the possible users from the e-commerce site who have evaluated
the alternatives. Second approach allows to have as many experts as possible
given place to large scale decision making [5].
In order to extract the evaluations of the expert to the alternatives from the
e-commerce sites, a web crawler is needed. It allows to download from the web
site all the information related to the expert, the alternative and the evaluation
such as the written texts in natural language and even the numerical ratings.
The written text evaluations provided by each expert ek, k = 1, ..., l are
collected into a vector T k. Therefore, each element tki is the written text in
natural language of the user ek to the alternative xi, i = 1, ..., n. Each written
text is made up of a set of sentences, and each sentence can expose multiple
opinions. Each opinion expresses an evaluation about a criterion.
In addition, many e-commerce sites allow users to evaluate entities not only
through natural language written texts, but assigning numerical ratings to cer-
tain criteria related to the entities too. Traditionally, these platforms provide
an intensity level opinion system for users to numerically evaluate a criterion.
Consider that experts may provide their numerical evaluations in a scale of
2τ +1 levels of opinion intensity. Then, the numerical ratings belong to interval
[−τ, τ ]. To achieve unanimity, all the numerical values inferred or analyzed by
SA-MpMcDM belong to this interval.
To sum up, Figure 4 outlines the obtaining input evaluation phase of the
SA-MpMcDM methodology. The output of the input evaluation phase, i.e., the
numerical ratings and the written texts in natural language, is the input of the
distilling opinions at criterion level phase.
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...
alternatives
...
x1
xn
t11 ...
...
...
t1n
...
experts
t21
...
t2n
...
tl1
...
tln
...
written texts in natural language
numerical ratings (∈ [-τ, τ ]) evaluating the criteria c1...cm
Input evaluations
e1 ele2
Figure 4: The Original input evaluations phase of the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
3.2. Distilling opinions at criterion level phase
The distilling opinions at criterion level phase collects the written texts
and even the numerical ratings provided by the experts into the individual
textual evaluation (ITE ) and individual numerical evaluation (INE ) matrices
respectively. The INE matrices are optional since not all the e-commerce site
allows users to provide numerical ratings. Furthermore, the INE matrices
provide less information than the ITE matrices, since the INE matrices are
limited to the criteria that web sites allow to evaluate trough numerical ratings,
while the ITE matrices are not limited by pre-defined criteria. Section 3.2.1
describes the process of filling the ITE matrices, while Section 3.2.2 presents
the process of filling the INE matrices with the optional numerical evaluations.
Figure 5 illustrates the distilling opinions at criterion level phase.
...
t11
...
t1n
c1
cm
...
c1
cm
...
tl1
...
tln
c1
cm
...
c1
cm
...
... ...
aspects and polarities
...
...
...
...
criteria
e.g. foodmeatdessert 1.2
e1
el
ITE1
DOC-
ABSADeepL
DOC-
ABSADeepL
DOC-
ABSADeepL
DOC-
ABSADeepL
ITEl
ITE
e1
el
...
INE1
...
INEl
Distilling opinions
+ -
INE (Optional)
Figure 5: The Distilling opinions at criterion level phase of the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
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3.2.1. Individual Textual Evaluations with the DOC-ABSADeepL model
An individual textual evaluation matrix (ITE) is defined for each expert.
The rows represent the alternatives while the columns represent the criteria. The
matrices are built extracting the opinions using the DOC-ABSADeepL model,
which processes the evaluations of the undefined criteria of each alternative from
the written texts, and transforming the opinions into numbers. Therefore, the
generation of the ITE matrices is split into two subtasks, namely: (1) extracting
the opinions and (2) computing the ite values.
Extract the opinions. The target information for building the ITE matrices is
the aspects of each entity (criteria) and the value of the opinion about each
aspect. Likewise, the aspect terms may refer to similar concepts, hence they
may be categorized in aspect categories. For instance, if the review is talking
about the main meal and the desert, those aspect terms can be categorized in
the aspect category food. Therefore, we need to extract the aspect terms, the
aspect categories and the value of the opinion.
To extract the aspects, the categories and the polarities of the opinions, two
approaches can be followed: (1) an individual approach to independently extract
aspects, categories and polarities; or (2) an end-to-end multi-task approach
to simultaneously infer them. We focus on the second methodology, since we
consider that there is a strong relation between the aspect, the category and the
polarity of the opinions. We thus develop a multi-task end-to-end deep learning
model, named DOC-ABSADeepL model, with language understanding capacity
in the line of the state of the art in ABSA [12].
The DOC-ABSADeepL model analyzes each sentence of the natural language
reviews of the experts (elements tki ) to identify the opinion values. In particular,
Figure 6 presents the designed model to extract the aspect, the category and the
polarity of each identified opinion. The architecture of the DOC-ABSADeepL
model, shown in more detail in Equation 3, is composed by:
• Embedding layer. The input layer is defined by a sequence of s words,
{w1, ..., ws}. We represent each input word (wr) with its corresponding d-
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biLSTM
attention layer
cnn
Aspect
Category
Polarity
...
we1 we2 wes
Figure 6: Architecture of the DOC-ABSADeepL model for extracting the triplet (aspect,
category, polarity) of all the opinions provided in a sentence.
dimensional word embedding vector wer = (wer1, ..., werd). The output of
the embedding layer is wes×d.
• Shared layer. To capture the dependencies between words, we add a bidi-
rectional LSTM layer (biLSTM) with hlstm hidden units. The output of the
biLSTM layer are features that encode the inter-dependencies among words.
• Classification layer. It is composed of three layers, one per each task:
1. Aspect term classification. We combine the outputs of the biLSTM and
the attention layers for leveraging the semantic information from the
inter-dependencies of the words. The output of aspect term classification
layer is a s-dimensional vector that labels whether a word is an aspect.
2. Aspect category classification. It is similar to the previous one, because
it also combines the outputs of the biLSTM and the attention layers.
The output is a s-dimensional vector indicating the aspect category to
which each word belongs in case it expresses an opinion.
3. Polarity classification. It combines the outputs of the biLSTM layer and
the CNN layer, which has as kernel size k1 and a feature maps of size
fm1. The output is a s-dimensional vector that label the opinion value
of each word regarding the aspect and the identified category.
Aspects and categories are obtained by the same process sharing all layers
since they are strongly connected. Polarities are obtained by a parallel clas-
sification layer since is not as closely dependent on aspects and categories.
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pred aspect = sigmoid(y3s×2hlstm)
pred category = sigmoid(y4s×2hlstm)
pred polarity = sigmoid(y5s×fm1)
y5s×fm1 = CNN(y
1
s×2hlstm
, k1)
y4s×2hlstm = multiply(y
1
s×2hlstm
, y2s×2hlstm)
y3s×2hlstm = multiply(y
1
s×2hlstm, y
2
s×2hlstm)
y2s×2hlstm = cnn attention(y
1
s×2hlstm
)
y1s×2hlstm = biLSTM(wes×d)
(3)
One of the most outstanding advantages of the DOC-ABSADeepL model is
providing mutual information between aspects, categories and polarities. More-
over, aspects and categories are strongly related in the model as in the raw text.
For example, the aspect beer is usually related to the drink criterion, so when
identifying such aspect the model easily associate its criterion.
Another advantage of the model is the capacity of obtaining the categories
and the polarities of implicit aspects. This is really useful for sentences that
provide an overall opinion on a criterion and not a specific opinion on an aspect
concerning the criterion. For instance, the sentence “I will be back!” expresses
a positive polarity about a general criterion without specifying any aspect.
Compute the ITE values. We define a matrix ITE for each expert to represent
their natural language evaluations in a measurable way. Each element itekij
represents the opinion of the expert ek about the aspect category or criterion cj
of the alternative xi expressed in the review t
k
i . We compute the ite
k
ij values by
combining the number of opinions expressed about the criterion cj (#total cj)
considering the positive (#pos cj) and the negative (#neg cj) opinions. The
individual textual evaluation values belong to the interval [−τ, τ ]. Equation 4
defines how to calculate each itekij .
itekij =
τ(#pos cj −#neg cj)
#total cj
(4)
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As an example to compute the ite values, consider an expert e1 who eval-
uate an alternative x1 that only has a sentence with seven words and τ = 2.
Suppose the multi-task deep learning model provides the prediction ~aspects =
(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), where 1 means this word is an aspect, the prediction ~categories =
(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2), where 1 refers to the first criterion and 2 refers to the second
one, and the prediction ~polarities = (0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 1), where 1 means positive
and 2 means negative. The values ite111 =
2(1−1)
2 = 0 and ite
1
12 =
2(1−0)
1 = 2 are
given by Equation 4.
3.2.2. Individual Numerical Evaluations
An individual numerical evaluation matrix (INE) is defined for each expert
only when the e-commerce site allows experts to provide numerical ratings.
These matrices collect the numerical ratings that experts may provide evaluating
pre-defined criteria related to the alternatives. The alternatives are represented
into the rows while the criteria are represented into the columns.
Formally, we define a matrix INE for each expert, such that the element
inekij refers to the numerical evaluation to the alternative xi according to the
criterion cj , j = 1, ...,m provided by the expert ek. The ine
k
ij values belong to
the interval [−τ, τ ].
3.3. Alternative choice decisions
Once the expert knowledge is extracted and numerically represented, the
alternative choice decision is conducted through three tasks: (1) the individual
aggregation of the ITE and INE matrices of each expert; (2) the collective
aggregation of the aggregated evaluations of the experts; and (3) the exploitation
of the collective aggregation for selecting the best alternative. Figure 7 shows
the alternative choice decisions phase, and we subsequently detail it.
Individual aggregation. Each expert has associated two matrices that collect
her evaluation. The ITEk matrix contains the individual numerical evaluations
inferred by the DOC-ABSADeepL model, by extracting the expert knowledge
from the textual natural language evaluations that the expert freely provides.
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Alternative choice decisions
IP 1
CP
INEl ITEl
el
...
FP
Final ranking
INE1 ITE1
e1
IP l
Individual aggregation
Collective aggregation
Exploitation
Figure 7: The Alternative choice decisions phase of the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
Optionally, the INEk matrix contains the individual numerical evaluations that
the expert provides directly on the pre-defined criteria. We define a matrix IP
for each expert combining their corresponding ITEk and INEk matrices. Each
ipkij value of the IP
k matrix is computed according to Equation 5
ipkij = ωite · ite
k
ij + ωine · ine
k
ij (5)
such that ωite + ωine = 1. The weight ωite represents the importance of the
textual evaluation analysed by DOC-ABSADeepL, while the weight ωine repre-
sents the importance of the numerical evaluation provided by the expert. By
default, if the MpMcDM problem does not specify the relevance of the textual
and numerical evaluations, we set ωite = ωine = 0.5. When experts are not
allowed to provide numerical evaluations, the weigth ωine takes value zero, so
ipkij is just ite
k
ij . In any case, the ip
k
ij values belong to the interval [−τ, τ ].
Collective aggregation. The particular evaluations of the experts are aggregated
to obtain a collective evaluation for each alternative based on each criterion. The
matrix CP is defined for representing such collective evaluation. The element
cpij is defined by φ(ip
k
ij), where φ refers to the average operator that aggregate
the evaluation of the k experts. The cpij values belong to the interval [−τ, τ ].
Exploitation. Once the collective evaluation of each alternative based on each
criterion is obtained, we get the general assessment for each alternative. For this
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purpose, we aggregate the evaluation of the criteria for each alternative. The
criteria have associated weights since not all of them have the same importance.
Then, the set of criteria is linked to a set of weights ω = {ω1, . . . , ωm}. For
example, users could evaluate restaurants according to the criteria food and
service. However, food is usually more important than service when evaluating
a restaurant, hence the weight associated to the food criterion will be greater
than the weight of service criterion.
The criteria weights could be directly established based on the requirements
of the problem. However, the SA-MpMcDM methodology allows to establish
them according to the reviews of the experts. We define the criteria weighting
through the attention of the experts to set the criteria weights. This procedure
consists of counting the number of evaluations, that is, the sum of the number
of opinions and the number of numerical ratings of all the experts about each
criterion, and dividing each one by the total number of evaluations. This way,
the criteria that receive more attention of the experts, that is they have more
evaluations, will have greater weight highlighting their importance. Formally,
ωj =
n evaluations(cj)
n total
, j = 1, ...,m (6)
where n evaluations(cj) is the sum of all the evaluations (opinions and numer-
ical ratings) that refers to the criterion cj, and n total is the total number of
evaluations.
For each alternative, the model aggregates the evaluation obtained for each
criterion based on the criteria weighting (see Equation 6). We define a vector
fp representing the final preferences for all the alternatives by means of the
weighted average operator. The element fpi is computed by
fpi = ω1 · cpi1 + · · ·+ ωm · cpim (7)
where ωj ∈ [0, 1] and
∑m
j=1 ωj = 1. Then, each alternative xi has an associated
value, which belongs to [−τ, τ ], collecting all the expert’s evaluations. The
ranking of the alternatives is obtained by ordering those values. The highest
value represents the best alternative, while the lowest value represents the worst.
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3.4. Architecture of the methodology
We outline the architecture of the SA-MpMcDM methodology in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Architecture of the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
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4. Case of study: choice of a restaurant
We consider the selection of a restaurant taking into account the reviews
of several restaurants in an e-commerce site as an MpMcDM problem. Subse-
quently, we detail the real use case, and how we use the SA-MpMcDM method-
ology for ranking restaurants located in the city of London.
Restaurants are evaluated by experts through TripAdvisor. This is a well-
known e-commerce site, which allows both making reservations and providing
travel related reviews, e.g., reviews evaluating restaurants. Also, experts can
provide their reviews both by written texts and by numerical evaluations. The
numerical evaluations are discrete variables that can take five values, that is, in
a scale of five levels of opinion intensity. Then, τ = 2 according to our method-
ology. SA-MpMcDM allows to analyze all possible sources of information, i.e.,
the written texts and the numerical ratings.
The restaurant reviews in TripAdvisor may be written in any language spo-
ken in the world, but we only processed the reviews written in English in this
evaluation. The set of criteria is defined by C = {Restaurant, Food, Service,
Drinks, Ambience, Location} because: (1) TripAdvisor considers Food and Ser-
vice as numerical evaluation criteria; (2) Drinks, Ambience and Location are
criteria usually mentioned by users when evaluating restaurants; and (3) Restau-
rant criterion, which is a general criterion that gathers the aspects of a restau-
rant. Furthermore, TripAdvisor allows to provide an overall numerical evalua-
tion to the restaurants, which is represented in the Restaurant criterion.
The exposed problem is solved through the SA-MpMcDM methodology as
we describe in the subsequent sections.
4.1. Obtaining input evaluations: TripR-2020 dataset
To solve the MpMcDM case study, we download the restaurant reviews from
TripAdvisor using a web crawler. The developed web crawler considers as en-
tities restaurants located in London. Given the link of a particular restaurant,
the web crawler downloads all its reviews providing attributes concerning the
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restaurant, the user and the review such as the body, the title and the numerical
ratings. We download the reviews of 78 restaurants from the Local Cuisine sec-
tion. The 78 restaurants are evaluated by 1,428 experts. Unfortunately, most
of them evaluate just one or two restaurants. Therefore, we select the experts
who have evaluated a number of restaurants in common. For this case study,
we limit such number to four. Of the 1,428 original experts, only six experts
evaluate four restaurants in common. There is not loss of information since the
6 experts evaluate the 4 restaurants gathering a dataset with 24 reviews.
We build and release the TripR-2020 dataset3 collecting the numerical eval-
uations and the written texts downloaded by the web crawler. Written texts
are composed by a title and a body. Then, the TripR-2020 provides the data of
the case study which could be use to evaluate the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
Table 1 shows the experts and the alternatives from the case of study.
The set of alternatives is given by the restaurants X = {x1, x2, x3, x4} = {Oxo
Tower Restaurant, Bar and Brasserie4, J. Sheekey5, The Wolseley6, The Ivy7}.
The set of experts is represented by E = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6}.
8
Experts Alternatives
e1 e2 e3 x1 = Oxo Tower Restaurant x2 = J. Sheekey
e4 e5 e6 x3 = The Wolseley x4 = The Ivy
Table 1: Set of experts and set of alternatives of the case of study collected into the TripR-2020
dataset. It has 24 reviews since the six experts evaluate the four restaurants.
3The TripR-2020 dataset provides the evaluations of the 1,428 experts. Moreover, it pro-
vides the 24 evaluations of the 6 experts considered in this case of study. We provide those 24
evaluations as raw text and annotated opinions for processing the evaluation of the experts.
We describe the annotation of the evaluations in Section 4.2.
4https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d680501
5https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d719379
6https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d731402
7https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-g186338-d776287
8For privacy reasons, we do not publish the names and identifiers of the experts who
evaluate the restaurants.
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Figure 9 shows the information related to the expert e1 downloaded by the
web crawler and collected into the TripR-2020 dataset. The expert provides
numerical ratings just on the general restaurant criterion. However, the expert
provides so much more information into the written texts for all the restaurants.
restaurant
Oxo Tower
t11
numerical ratings (∈ [−2, 2]) evaluating the criteria restaurant, food and service
e1
J. Sheekey
The Wolseley
The Ivy
Table with a view. If the weather is good, make sure you ask for a table outside.
We ate in the summer when the sun was setting over London. Really was amazing.
Perfect for Breakfast. Love The Wolseley for its location in
Central London with a great breakfast. Staff always friendly and helpful.
1 NA NA
Consistently Good. I have been coming for years. Always good
atmosphere and fun people watching. The food is always good and quick.
t122 NA NA
t131 NA NA
Sit at the bar. Such a great restaurant. Love Marco (one of the managers)
he used to work at E&O. Perfect place for fish - always try and sit and eat at the bar.
t141 NA NA
Figure 9: Original input evaluations provided by the expert e1 from the TripR-2020 dataset.
The expert does not provide numerical ratings for food and service criteria.
4.2. Distilling opinions at criterion level: DOC-ABSADeepL model
This section analyzes the written texts from the TripR-2020 dataset and col-
lects the numerical evaluations generating the ITE and the INE matrices, re-
spectively. Figure 10 shows the format of all the matrices generated for this case
study. The rows represent the expert evaluations provided to the restaurants
Oxo Tower, J. Sheekey, The Wolseley and The Ivy respectively. The columns
represent the evaluation for all the criteria, i.e., restaurant, food, service, drinks,
ambience and location respectively.
restaurant food service drinks ambience location
Oxo Tower
J. Sheekey
The Wolseley
The Ivy
ITE, INE, IP and CP matrices values
belongs to the interval [−τ, τ ] = [−2, 2]
4x6
Figure 10: Format of all the matrices obtained by SA-MpMcDM for the case of study.
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The ITE matrices are built extracting the opinions using the DOC-ABSADeepL
model, and transforming them into numbers as described in Section 3.2.1. Then,
we first describe how to extract the opinions from the written texts, and then
how to compute the ite values.
Extract the opinions. To extract the opinions from the vectors T k, the DOC-
ABSADeepL model is fed with such vectors. To represent each input word by
its word embedding, we consider the Fasttext word embedddings [18] trained
on Common Crawl [21]. The word embedding dimension is d = 300.9 DOC-
ABSADeepL is trained on the restaurant training set of the ABSA task of
SemEval-2016.10 This dataset contains multiple restaurant reviews that are
splitted into sentences. Most of the sentences in this dataset do not exceed
200 words, so we set s = 200 words as input for the multi-task deep learning
model. Remaining hyper-parameters from the end-to-end deep learning model
are hlstm = 128, k1 = 2 and fm1 = 100. To sum up, Table 2 presents the
hyper-parameters established for DOC-ABSADeepL.
Hyperparameter Value
Input sentence size (s) 200
Word embedding dimension (d) 300
LSTM hidden units (hlstm) 128
CNN kernel size (k1) 2
CNN feature maps (fm1) 100
batch size 16
epochs 20
Table 2: Hyperparameters of the DOC-ABSADeepL model.
To extract the expert knowledge from the written texts of the TripR-2020
dataset, the T k vectors are transformed into a suitable format for the DOC-
9https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
10http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task5/
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ABSADeepL model. This format is analogous to the training set of SemEval-
2016, because we use this dataset for training DOC-ABSADeepL. Therefore,
(1) we split the written texts by sentences and (2) we carry out a manual anno-
tation of the 24 reviews following the official SemEval-2016 annotation manual.
Table 3 shows the manual annotation labeling of the t14 natural language review.
Sentence aspect category polarity
Consistently good. implicit restaurant positive
I have been coming for years. implicit restaurant positive
Always good atmosphere and fun people watching. atmosphere ambience positive
The food is always good and quick. food food positive
Table 3: Annotation at aspect and opinion level of the review t1
4
. The review is split into
sentences.
We first evaluate the DOC-ABSADeepL model using the training and test
subsets of the SemEval-2016 dataset. We use the F1-score and the Accuracy
evaluation measures for the aspect-term extraction and polarity classification
tasks respectively, as in SemEval-2016. The task of aspect category classification
is not considered in SemEval-2016, so we use the F1-score as for the aspect
term extraction task.11 Although our aim is only to assess the SA-MpMcDM
methodology, we stress out that we reached the highest result in the aspect term
extraction task according to the SemEval-2016 results [32].
Once we evaluated the DOC-ABSADeepL model on the SemEval-2016 dataset,
we evaluated it using the TripR-2020 dataset as test set. Table 4 shows the re-
11For the sake of clarity, the task 5 of SemEval-2016 defines aspect categories in a different
way from us. We consider aspect categories as a cluster of aspect terms, while SemEval-2016
defines them as the combination of a cluster of aspect terms and the qualitative attribute that
receives the opinion. For instance, we only consider the aspect category food, and SemEval-
2016 takes into account food#quality, food#style among others.
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sults reached by DOC-ABSADeepL on both datasets. We highlight that the
results reached on the TripR-2020 dataset are higher than using the test set
of SemEval-2016, which means that the DOC-ABSADeepL model is able to
generalize the knowledge learnt from the training data.
SemEval-2016 TripR-2020
Aspects (%F1) 72.53 70.08
Categories (%F1) 68.74 78.31
Polarities (%accuracy) 72.03 80.12
Table 4: Results of the DOC-ABSADeepL model trained and tested in SemEval-2016 and
tested in TripR-2020. Aspects and categories are evaluated according to %F1-score while
polarities are evaluated according to %accuracy.
Compute the ITE values. Applying the Equation 4, we obtain the ITEk matri-
ces shown in Figure 11 with the inferred numerical evaluations for each criterion.
Figure 10 shows the format of the matrices. Analyzing as example the expert
e1 based on the restaurant x4, we conclude that this expert provides very posi-
tive opinions about the criteria restaurant, food and ambience when evaluating
through written texts. Therefore, the expert provides more information through
written texts than by providing numerical ratings.
ITE
1
=


2 NA NA NA NA 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
2 NA 2 NA NA 2
2 2 NA NA 2 NA


ITE
2
=


2 2 2 NA 2 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA


ITE
3
=


2 1.5 NA 2 2 NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 1.56 NA 2 NA NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA


ITE
4
=


2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
2 NA 2 2 2 2
0.4 1.5 0 NA NA NA


ITE
5
=


2 2 NA NA 2 2
2 2 2 NA NA 2
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 2 NA NA 2 NA


ITE
6
=


2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 2 −2 NA 2 NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 NA 2 NA NA NA


Figure 11: Individual Textual Evaluations matrices obtained by SA-MpMcDM.
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Figure 12 illustrates the generation of the ITE matrices through an example.
Specifically, it outlines the process of extracting the expert knowledge from
the review provided by the expert e1 based on the restaurant x4. The DOC-
ABSADeepL model extract the opinions getting numerical evaluations regarding
the restaurant, food and ambience criteria, which perfectly matches with the
written text and with the actual annotation label shown in Table 3. Thus, it is
appreciated that ITE matrices provide much more information, of high quality,
than the INE matrices.
Consistently Good. I have been coming for years. Always good atmosphere
and fun people watching. The food is always good and quick.
DOC-ABSADeepL model (Fig. 6)
Null
Restaurant
+
Aspect
Category
Polarity
1.- Extract
the opinions
Null
Restaurant
+
atmosphere
Ambience
+
food
Food
+
t14
2.- Compute
ITE values
ite14restaurant= 2
From polarities to numbers* (Eq. 4)
ite14ambience = 2 ite
1
4food = 2
*∈ [−τ, τ ]=[−2, 2]
Figure 12: Example of generating the ITE values from the natural language review t1
4
.
The INE matrices, collecting the numerical ratings provided directly by the
experts, are shown in Figure 13. Since TripAdvisor allows to provide numer-
ical evaluations just to the criteria restaurant, food and service, the columns
referring to the criteria drinks, atmosphere and location contain missing values.
Let us consider the evaluations provided by the expert e1 to the restaurant x4,
which are collected into the column ine14j, j = 1, ..., 6. The numerical evaluation
provided to the criteria restaurant takes the value 1, which means Very Good
according to TripAdvisor. The numerical evaluations provided to the remaining
criteria are not available since the expert does not provide them. Therefore,
according to the numerical evaluations, this expert provides information on just
one criterion. However, as shown in Figure 9, the element t14 provides informa-
tion about the criteria restaurant, food and ambience. Through this example,
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we show that analyzing natural language reviews provide much more knowledge
than analyzing just numerical evaluations. Likewise, the INE matrices show
that experts can numerically evaluate one, two or three criteria of the allowed
ones. For example, the expert e6 evaluates all possible criteria, restaurant, food
and service respectively, for the first alternative while evaluates only the restau-
rant criterion for the second alternative.
INE
1
=


1 NA NA NA NA NA
2 NA NA NA NA NA
1 NA NA NA NA NA
1 NA NA NA NA NA


INE
2
=


1 NA NA NA NA NA
2 NA NA NA NA NA
2 NA NA NA NA NA
1 NA NA NA NA NA


INE
3
=


1 1 2 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA
−1 −1 0 NA NA NA
1 1 2 NA NA NA


INE
4
=


1 2 1 NA NA NA
2 2 1 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA
−1 −1 −2 NA NA NA


INE
5
=


1 1 1 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA
2 1 2 NA NA NA


INE
6
=


1 1 1 NA NA NA
0 NA NA NA NA NA
1 1 2 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA


Figure 13: Individual Numerical Evaluations matrices obtained by SA-MpMcDM.
4.3. Alternative choice decisions
Once the expert knowledge is extracted and numerically represented, the last
phase of SA-MpMcDM selects the best alternative ranking the restaurants of the
TripR-2020 dataset. For this purpose, three tasks are carried out: (1) individual
aggregation; (2) collective aggregation; and (3) exploitation.
Individual aggregation. To obtain the final individual preferences of each expert
for each alternative, we aggregate the ITEk and the INEk matrices getting
the IP k matrices. Figure 14 presents the IP matrices obtained applying the
Equation 5. Analyzing as example the expert e1 based on the restaurant x4, we
verify that the final numerical evaluation for the criterion restaurant is not as
bad as the expert indicates through the numerical evaluations, neither as good
as the expert indicates through the written text. Therefore, the final numerical
evaluation consolidates all the information that the expert provides through
written texts and even numerical evaluations.
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IP
1
=


1.5 NA NA NA NA 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
1.5 NA 2 NA NA 2
1.5 2 NA NA 2 NA


IP
2
=


1.5 2 2 NA 2 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
1.5 2 2 NA NA NA


IP
3
=


1.5 1.25 2 2 2 NA
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
0.5 0.28 0 2 NA NA
1.5 1.5 2 NA 2 NA


IP
4
=


1.5 2 1.5 2 2 2
2 2 1 NA NA NA
2 2 2 2 2 2
−0.3 0.25 −1 NA NA NA


IP
5
=


1.5 1.5 1 NA 2 2
2 2 2 NA NA 2
2 2 2 NA 2 NA
2 1.5 2 NA 2 NA


IP
6
=


1.5 1.5 1.5 NA 2 NA
1 2 −2 NA 2 NA
1.5 1.5 2 NA 2 NA
2 2 2 NA NA NA


Figure 14: Individual Preference matrices obtained by SA-MpMcDM.
Collective aggregation. We aggregate all the IP k matrices for obtaining the final
evaluation for each restaurant according to each criterion. Figure 15 presents
the CP matrix, which is obtained applying the average operator to the IP
matrices.12 According to the obtained CP matrix, the restaurants Oxo Tower
and The Wolsely are evaluated based on all the criteria. J. Sheekey restaurant
is evaluated according to all the criteria except drinks. Finally, The Ivy is
evaluated according to all the criteria except drinks and location. The final
evaluation of a restaurant only depends on the criteria evaluated by the experts.
CP =


1.5 1.65 1.6 2 2 2
1.83 2 0.75 NA 2 2
1.58 1.56 1.67 2 2 2
1.37 1.54 1.4 NA 2 NA


Figure 15: Collective Preference matrix obtained by SA-MpMcDM.
Exploitation. We compute the criteria weights according to weighting criteria
through the attention of experts (see Equation 6). Numerical ratings according
to each criterion are directly provided by the experts, while opinions regard-
ing each criterion are extracted by the DOC-ABSADeepL model. The num-
ber of evaluations regarding each criterion are n evaluations(restaurant) = 83,
12Figure 10 shows the format of the matrix.
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n evaluations(food) = 105, n evaluations(service) = 34, n evaluations(drinks) =
8, n evaluations(ambience) = 30 and n evaluations(location) = 11. Then, the
criteria weights are given by ωrestaurant = 0, 306, ωfood = 0.387, ωservice =
0.125, ωdrinks = 0.03, ωambience = 0.111 and ωlocation = 0.041.
The final numerical evaluation of each restaurant is computed aggregating
the evaluation of each criterion according to the criteria weights. The final
preference fp vector collecting the final numerical evaluations is given by the
Equation 7, getting fpOxoTower = 1.66; fpJ.Sheekey = 1.73; fpTheWolseley = 1.65;
fpTheIvy = 1.41. These values show that (1) all the restaurants have very good
quality; (2) the best restaurant, based on the evaluations of the six selected
experts, is J. Sheekey; and (3) The Oxo Tower and The Wolsely restaurants,
which were evaluated according to all the criteria, are practically of the same
quality.
The final ranking, as shown in Table 5, is x2 > x1 > x3 > x4, i.e., J. Sheekey
> Oxo Tower Restaurant Bar and Brasserie > The Wolseley > The Ivy.
Oxo Tower J. Sheekey Wolseley Ivy Final Ranking
1.66 1.73 1.65 1.41 x2 > x1 > x3 > x4
Table 5: Final ranking obtained by the SA-MpMcDM methodology to solve the case of study
collected into the TripR-2020 dataset. Ratings belong to the interval [−τ, τ ] = [−2, 2].
5. Behaviour analysis of the SA-MpMcDM methodology
This section solves the case study exposed in Section 4 thought three evalu-
ation scenarios to analyze the SA-MpMcDM methodology. Section 5.1 exposes
the solution based on the annotation of the evaluations from the TripR-2020
dataset to provide the ranking of the restaurants that best match the evalua-
tions provided by the experts. Section 5.2 provides the solution based on just
numerical ratings to check the importance of adding natural language assess-
ments. Section 5.3 provides the solution based on just written texts to prove
that numerical ratings improve the performance of SA-McMpDM.
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All the evaluation scenarios analyze the TripR-2020 dataset, which is com-
posed by the restaurants X = {Oxo Tower Restaurant, Bar and Brasserie, J.
Sheekey, The Wolseley, The Ivy} and the experts E = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6}.
The set of criteria is C = {Restaurant, Food, Service, Drinks, Ambience, Loca-
tion}. Each scenario solves the MpMcDM problem providing the final ranking.
Table 6 shows the three restaurant rankings corresponding to the previous three
evaluation scenarios and the one returned by the SA-MpMcDM methodology.
We subsequently describe the three evaluation scenarios.
5.1. Solution based on the annotation of the evaluations
The purpose of this section is to provide the final preference vector that best
fit to the evaluations that the experts provide. Therefore, this scenario pro-
vides the upper-bound result analysing both numerical evaluations and written
text. The case of study is solved simulating that the proposed SA-MpMcDM
methodology takes into account the original opinions of the experts instead of
the opinions obtained by the DOC-ABSADeepL model.
The ITE matrices are obtained extracting the opinions directly from the an-
notated labels of TripR-2020 and computing the ite values applying the Equa-
tion 4. For example, the actual annotation label of the sentence “Always good
atmosphere and fun people watching.” from the written text t14 is given by the
aspect “atmosphere”, the category “ambience” and the polarity “positive” as
shown in Table 3. The INE matrices are the same than shown in Figure 13,
since the numerical evaluations provided by the experts are the same. Figure
16 shows the IP matrices, which are obtained applying equation 5.
Figure 17 shows the CP matrix, which is obtained applying the average
operator to the IP matrices. The criteria weights are obtained by means of
the Equation 6, considering the original opinions getting ωrestaurant = 0, 339,
ωfood = 0.322, ωservice = 0.159, ωdrinks = 0.021, ωambience = 0.113 and
ωlocation = 0.046. Applying the Equation 7, the fp vector is obtained get-
ting fpOxoTower = 1.538, fpJ.Sheekey = 1.572, fpTheWolseley = 1.349 and
fpTheIvy = 0.683.
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IP
1
=


1.5 NA NA NA NA 2
2 2 2 NA NA NA
1 NA 2 NA 2 2
1.5 2 NA NA 2 NA


IP
2
=


1.5 2 1 NA NA 2
2 2 NA NA NA NA
2 NA 2 NA 2 NA
0.5 −2 −2 NA NA NA


IP
3
=


1.5 0.93 0 2 NA NA
1 1.86 2 NA 2 NA
0.5 −1.1 −0.5 −2 NA NA
1.5 0.7 2 NA 2 NA


IP
4
=


1.5 2 1.5 2 2 2
2 2 1 NA NA NA
2 2 2 NA 2 2
−1.5 −1.5 −2 NA −2 NA


IP
5
=


1.5 1.5 1 NA NA 2
1.5 2 2 NA NA 0
2 2 2 NA 0.67 NA
2 1.5 2 NA 2 NA


IP
6
=


1.5 1.5 1.5 NA 2 NA
0 2 2 NA 1 NA
1.3 1.5 2 NA 2 2
2 2 2 NA 2 NA


Figure 16: Individual Preference matrices obtained considering the annotation of the evalua-
tions.
CP =


1.5 1.59 1 2 2 2
1.42 1.98 1.8 NA 1.5 0
1.47 1.1 1.58 −2 1.73 2
1 0.45 0.4 NA 1.2 NA


Figure 17: Collective Preference matrix obtained considering the annotation of the evaluations.
Therefore, the final ranking of the restaurants for the solution based on the
annotation of the evaluations is x2 > x1 > x3 > x4, that is, J. Sheekey > Oxo
Tower Restaurant Bar and Brasserie > The Wolseley > The Ivy.
5.2. Solution based on just numerical ratings
The aim of this section is to simulate the solution obtained by a tradi-
tional MpMcDM model that analyzes just the numerical evaluations. There-
fore, this scenario solves the case of study by means of a simplification of the
SA-MpMcDM methodology that only analyze the numerical ratings. Since Tri-
pAdvisor does not allow experts to provide numerical evaluations to the criteria
drinks, ambience and location, we set C = {Restaurant, Food, Service}.
The ITE matrices do not exist in this model, because the textual evaluations
are not analyzed. The INE matrices are the same than shown in Figure 13,
since the numerical evaluations provided by the experts are the same. Then,
the IP matrices are the INE matrices.
Figure 18 shows the CP matrix, which is obtained applying the average
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operator to the INE matrices. The criteria weights are obtained by means of a
simplification of the Equation 6 counting just the number of numerical ratings,
getting ωrestaurant = 0.444, ωfood = 0.278 and ωsevice = 0.278. Applying the
Equation 7, the fp vector is obtained getting fpOxoTower = 1.139, fpJ.Sheekey =
1.759, fpTheWolseley = 1.213 and fpTheIvy = 0.931.
CP =


1 1.25 1.25 NA NA NA
1.67 2 1.67 NA NA NA
1.17 1 1.5 NA NA NA
1 0.75 1 NA NA NA


Figure 18: Collective Preference matrix obtained analyzing just numerical evaluations.
Then, the final ranking of the restaurants for the solution based on just
numerical ratings is x2 > x3 > x1 > x4, that is, J. Sheekey > The Wolseley >
Oxo Tower Restaurant Bar and Brasserie > The Ivy.
5.3. Solution based on just written texts
This Section aims at proving the importance of allowing experts to provide
numerical ratings to evaluate even though they can provide natural language
evaluations. Hence, this scenario solves the case of study by means of a simpli-
fication of the SA-MpMcDM methodology that only analyze the written texts.
The ITE matrices are the same than shown in Figure 11, since the written
texts provided by the experts are the same. The INE matrices do not exist in
this model, since numerical ratings are not analyzed. Then, the IP matrices
are the ITE matrices.
Figure 19 shows the CP matrix, which is obtained applying the average
operator to the ITE matrices. The criteria weights are obtained by means of
a simplification of Equation 6 counting just the number of opinions obtained
by the DOC-ABSADeepL model getting ωrestaurant = 0, 272, ωfood = 0.415,
ωservice = 0.088, ωdrinks = 0.04, ωambience = 0.138 and ωlocation = 0.051.
Applying the Equation 7, the fp vector is obtained getting fpOxoTower = 1.958,
fpJ.Sheekey = 1.81, fpTheWolseley = 1.954 and fpTheIvy = 1.667.
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CP =


2 1.9 2 2 2 2
2 2 0.67 NA 2 2
2 1.89 2 2 2 2
1.73 1.9 1.5 NA 2 NA


Figure 19: Collective Preference matrix obtained analyzing just written texts.
Therefore, the final ranking of the restaurants for the solution based on just
written texts is x1 > x3 > x2 > x4, that is, Oxo Tower Restaurant Bar and
Brasserie > The Wolseley > J. Sheekey > The Ivy.
5.4. Global Analysis and lessons learned
Table 6 shows the results reached by the previous evaluation scenarios and
by the SA-MpMcDM methodology. The main conclusion is that it is necessary
to deal both written texts and the numerical evaluations to have the highest
possible quality in the result. In more detail, we conclude that:
Oxo Tower J. Sheekey Wolseley Ivy Final Ranking
Annotated evaluations 1.54 1.57 1.35 0.68 x2 > x1 > x3 > x4
Only numerical eval. 1.14 1.76 1.21 0.93 x2 > x3 > x1 > x4
Only text eval. 1.96 1.81 1.95 1.67 x1 > x3 > x2 > x4
num.+text (SA-MpMcDM) 1.66 1.73 1.65 1.41 x2 > x1 > x3 > x4
Table 6: Results obtained by the different scenarios from the SA-MpMcDM methodology to
solve the case of study collected into the TripR-2020 dataset. Ratings belong to the interval
[−τ, τ ] = [−2, 2].
1. The final evaluations obtained by SA-MpMcDM agree with the
solution based on the actual annotation labels. The final ranking
obtained by SA-MpMcDM, which aggregate numerical and written text
evaluations, matches with the expected result. By contrast, models that
handle only numerical or textual evaluations do not match the expected
ranking.
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2. The final evaluations obtained by SA-MpMcDM agree with what
experts would expect when reading the reviews. Reading the orig-
inal reviews from the TripR-2020 dataset we conclude that (1) The J.
Sheekey is the best restaurant since it only has a negative opinion; (2) The
Ivy has the worst rating, and therefore is the worst restaurant, since one
expert provides a very negative review; and (3) The Oxo Tower and The
Wolsely restaurants have very similar and good opinions, however, many
details about The Oxo Tower are analyzed in a positive way, which makes
it to be in the lead.
3. SA-MpMcDM allows analyzing any criterion, while traditional
models allow analyzing just pre-defined criteria. The proposed
methodology allows experts to evaluate any aspect related to any crite-
rion. An expert may express her opinion on another criterion than the six
established criteria. Simply, the DOC-ABSADeepL model will have to be
trained with this extra criterion. Therefore, we do not limit the expert
to evaluate on pre-defined criteria. In contrast, traditional models limit
the criteria that can be evaluated by experts. In the case study, using
the traditional model, experts can only provide numerical evaluations to
three of the six criteria that can be evaluated using the SA-MpMcDM
methodology.
4. SA-MpMcDM provides so much more information that rest of
models. Thanks to the proposed methodology experts feel free to ex-
press opinions regarding any criterion of a restaurant. It is much easier
and more comfortable for experts to express their opinions on writing text
than providing numerical values. Experts are encouraged to evaluate more
criteria when they can freely express their opinions without being limited
to numerical values. This can be verified by analyzing, for example, expert
e2 evaluations. As shown in Figure 13, this expert only provides numeri-
cal evaluations to the overall restaurant criterion. However, as shown in
Figure 11, this expert provides opinions in the natural language written
texts about food and service criteria for almost all the restaurants.
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5. The worst restaurant is the same for all scenarios. The Ivy restau-
rant has been selected as the worst, although it is also high quality, by
means of all scenarios. This means that, in general terms, what an ex-
pert express through written texts agrees with what she expresses through
numerical ratings.
6. Experts are more critical when they only provide numerical eval-
uations. Results obtained by scenarios dealing with written text are
higher than results from scenarios dealing just with numerical evaluations.
Therefore, it follows that experts strongly penalize negative situations if
they are not allowed to express themselves freely.
6. Conclusions and future work
This paper presents the SA-MpMcDM methodology which incorporates SA
tasks to solve MpMcDM problems. In contrast to traditional models, SA-
MpMcDM allows experts to evaluate without imposing them any restriction
related to how to express their evaluations. Specifically, experts can evalu-
ate the alternatives in natural language with SA-MpMcDM, and they can also
perform numerical evaluations. SA methods allow to extract the expert knowl-
edge from the natural language evaluations. In particular, the SA-MpMcDM
methodology incorporates an end-to-end multi-task deep learning model, named
DOC-ABSADeepL, to extract the opinions from the texts written in natural
language.
We evaluated the SA-MpMcDM methodology on a real MpMcDM problem
for selecting the best restaurant according to the reviews posted on TripAdvisor.
We compiled the TripR-2020 dataset for the evaluation, and we release it for
evaluating other prospective DM models based on the SA-MpMcDM method-
ology.
The results allow to conclude that:
1. The use of the natural language evaluations enhances the performance of
DM models.
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2. The SA-MpMcDM methodology allows experts to evaluate any criterion.
3. The SA-MpMcDM methodology provides more information than tradi-
tional DM models.
4. The results obtained by SA-MpMcDM agree with expected results on the
real MpMcDM problem.
5. The evaluations of experts are usually more negative when they use nu-
merical evaluations than when they express them in natural language.
Therefore, we conclude that the combination of natural language and nu-
merical information by means of the SA-MpMcDM methodology is essential to
reach higher quality decisions in MpMcDM models.
As future work, we plain to use the entire TripR-2020 dataset including all
the reviews of the 1,428 experts, in order to adapt the SA-MpMcDM methodol-
ogy to large scale DM problems using sparse representation [6]. Furthermore, we
plain to extend the methodology taking into account the time in which the ex-
perts carry out the evaluations so that the older evaluations are less important.
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